
Unconventional pen holds – left hand
All these drawings were taken from actual photographs and give an idea of some of the different strategies that
people adopt. Some work quite well but others do not. The result of no 1 can be seen on page 31. This boy could
manage quite well at primary school and saw no reason to alter. Later on his attempts at fast writing invited so
much criticism as well as intense pain in his hand and neck that he agreed to change his paper position and try
a different hand position and pen hold. He never looked back. No 2 has a twisted wrist (inverted position) and
two fingers on the handle of the pen. These factors combined are not too helpful but maybe the two finger hold
is an indication of long fingers, which in themselves can cause problems. No 3 is also slightly inverted but
obviously relaxed, and probably adopted this position to allow his writing to slant forwards. Over goes the
thumb, but it is allowing the pen to be upright. No 4 shown on page 30 allowed so little free movement that it
resulted in a small, restricted script. It can work but often is slow and can be painful. No 5, with the thumb right
over the handle, would result in less control over fine movements but the writer would not have much
motivation to change. No 6 looks complicated but might well work quite well for the writer, 

Notice that most of the left-handers’ pens slant in a different direction to the right-handers. That in turn will
affect the slant of their handwriting. It is difficult for left-handers to have forward slanting script.
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Unconventional pen holds – left hand

Bad. This restricts and can hurt. OK when relaxed. Lets the pen slant. Less control if thumb does not work.

Awkward. Can slow you down. Bad. The fingers cannot move freely. Complicated. Restricts movement.

Left-handers try to solve their special problems, but do not always succeed.




